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About This Content

LOVE SLAYAWAY CAMP? WANT MORE HOLIDAY SLAYAGE?

Just in time for the holidays, this special bonus expansion includes a variety of game items that further build on your Slayaway
Camp experience!

WHAT'S INCLUDED?

By purchasing the package, you will receive immediate access to:

 A brand new VHS tape on your Video Store shelf: Slayaway Camp: Santa's Slay.

 Santa's Slay includes 25 GOREBLASTING new puzzle levels set in the Cube Central Mall and the ACTUAL North
Pole!

 Among them are 4 new ULTRA-BRAINDESTRUCTING Deleted Scenes & 8 new EXTREMELY SEXIFIED NC-17
Puzzles!

 Unlocks the Exclusive Killer: Santa Skullface and his Toy Soldier Kill
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 Unlocks the Exclusive Killer: Krampus and his Bag of Birch Sticks Beatdown Kill

 Unlocks the Exclusive Killer: Gremling and her Tannenbalm Kill

 Unlocks the Exclusive Killer: The Worst Santa and his Santa's Sleigh Kill

 Unlocks the Exclusive Killer: Jill Frost and her Do You Want to Build a Snowman? Kill

 Unlocks the Exclusive GorePack: Disfigure Skater

 Special set of Holiday Slayaway Camp Wallpapers & Avatars

 New Set of Slayaway Camp Papercraft Templates including Santa Skullface, Festive Victims, AWESOMELY
GNARLY trees and rocks with snow on them, and more!

 Some new in-game holiday music, Slayaway Camp style.
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Title: Slayaway Camp - Santa's Slay Expansion
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Blue Wizard Digital
Publisher:
Blue Wizard Digital
Release Date: 7 Dec, 2016
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It's another great game from these folks. Makes me feel like a startrek commander!. It's not worth the money. Gameplay is
really bad. This eye is annoying. Game is full of glitches. You know, it's just boring. I didn't like it.. I've never been
disappointed with a two dollar sale, until now.. Imagine building a Lego space ship that really works. Then have it fight other
Lego ships and blast them to pieces. Then collect the pieces you blast off and use them to upgrade your own ship. That's Boss
Constructor.. I waited a long time before finally deciding to buy this..here is my review:

PRO's:
*Unique and there is not another like it that I have seen. Graphics are old school BUT that is made up in many ways.

*Customers are unique and each have their own personality, and it's just awesome when some come in the store saying "grumple
grumple" and are in a bad mood..this makes it fun and adds it's own personal touch.

*Easy mode for those who do not like to be pressured with a time limit

*New items unlock as you play..as well as your choice of a new customer.

*Christmas theme update from the dev is nice, but I hope it gets replaces soon as it's getting old fast. But it's nice to see the
game still being updated

CON'S:

There aren't really too many..but there are some.

*No save function..there is a save\/load button but it only loads the last day you were playing, it will not save. And a few times it
has actually started my game over.

*Controls are not smooth. For a game that is in it's final phase I would think most bugs would be gone..however browsing the
forum to post about MY issue, I see nothing but error posts from other people. For example, picking up items sometimes takes a
few times before it actually works, same for dropping in the bag, sometimes it's annoying that it just falls on the counter when
you clearly had the bag open when you dropped it. Trying to put money into the register or handing the receipt to customers
most times takes a few tries..and it isn't that I am doing it wrong, because sometimes when handing the bag of groceries to
customer it completely gets stuck in mid air. This can be a huge issue when playing in normal mode and you're down to the last
5 seconds before the customer gets mad and you get a strike..after I think 5 strikes it's game over, period.

Overall the game is a nice one..and the dev is still updating it. I def reccomend this game 9\/10. While the software itself and its
assets are great, there is a huge problem with the license of its contents.

I purchased this software because it said we could use its results for our 2D games. Unfortunately, and to my knowledge it is still
unclear to non-users willing to purchase, the software as of now only authorizes usage of its contents for "RPG Maker".

What does that mean?
It means that you won't be able to use Character Hub production for your 2D Games, not in any way.

At least if you are not a pixel art designer. And if you are a pixel art designer, I wonder what use could be Character Hub to you
as you would combine your tiles and sprites on Photoshop for about the same results.

The game descriptiom says that "the elements found in the program should work with other 2D game engines as well." As of
now it adds that "RPG Maker assets are for RPG Maker use only". But even some months after, the software only contains
assets from RPG Maker! This means that you cannot use it in any game of yours, unless you make a RPG-Maker-RPG. I've
googled for other 2D resources for Character Hub to no avail. If you know any legal resource library that we may use for our
own games (and not something restrictive like RPG Maker), please tell!
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The software should be renamed as "Character Hub for RPG Maker" ; as of now, although a very nicely made software, it ends
almost as a scam for programmers willing to use it for their own games. It's very unfortunate as I am sure Character Hub
programmer, an indie, has worked on this software, but it needs clarification and efforts to get some license-free resources.

. So far I'm enjoying this. Old school Choplifter in a Minecraft setting. Simple aim is to fly helicopter, with very limited
controls, and rescue troops and vehicles from enemy territory. You may need to shoot and/or avoid enemies at times as well.
Charming with cool physics.

The controls are what will make you love or hate this game. Much like the old Lunar Lander/Thrust/Oids type games, you can
only control left thrust, right thrust or both at the same time which makes you feel like you are trying to balance on a bowling
ball. I enjoy the challenge, reminds me somewhat of the old Desert Combat Apache controls. But when it gets windy, it
becomes extremely challenging to control, especially if you have the controls set to the professional option.

I nice diversion from all the modern popular 3d shooters everywhere, and a game that requires a bit of hand eye coordination..
omfg what happened to ninja. Despite the blatant "SEVEN" on title, indicating this game is the 7th entry of a long running Ys
series, there's no reason to shy away from this game if you never played the previous games. With the exception of Ys
"Origins", Ys 1 and Ys 2, every other entries are their standalone game with very little reference of the previous games in the
newer games. In other words, if you've never played any Ys games before, you can start with "SEVEN" as it barely continue any
story plot (if any) from the older games.

The story in Ys SEVEN is the bare basic of a JRPG, a young hero was granted great power and responsibility by pure chance to
save the world (or in this game's context, an island nation) from destruction. It's up to him, the chosen one, to visit 5 shrine of
the elements and gather enough power with your companions to rid of evil once and for all. If that sounds like the original Final
Fantasy game, it actually is. Like I said, bare basic of a JRPG. Anyone who says the story is great are either lying to you or to
themselves.

The characters are nothing to write home, either. The main protagonist of the series, Adol Cristin is as interesting as a white
sheet of paper, despite already being in 7 games. He's the standard "chosen one" archetype, with barely any personality. Him
being a silent protagonist is actually the reason why he's the character that he is. He simply goes with the flow, never questioning
everything around him. The supporting characters are just as interesting with their own archetype of a "hot-headed" fighter, a
"bratty" princess, a "naive" shota, a "no bullsh*t attitude" older man, a "wise" older woman, an "edgy" rival of the protagonist
and an "over-protective" princess bodyguard. Despite the boring casts of characters, I at least appreciate the number of playable
characters. It adds a little bit of depth in the game.

The gameplay is your standard Ys game. You hack and slash anything that moves, only this time you have up to 3 people in a
single party, a first in a Ys game. Each characters are strong and weak against certain enemies so you need to constantly switch
characters accordingly. You can spend SP to use skills to spice up the combat. These are also unique to each character.

Boss fights are just as epic here compared to the previous games. They're big and challenging, especially on a higher difficulty.
Only problem I have with these boss fights is that they're too simple to beat and their attack pattern are very limited. Honestly
the only reason why they're hard to beat on a higher difficulty is that they took less damage and inflict more damage than usual.

Music are fantastic as usual, though some of if are just arranged versions from the previous games. Not a bad thing, just a minor
nit pick from me.

The side quests, however, are a total joke. It's just a bunch of mindless fetch quests like in an MMO. Only 3 of them are not,
which are monster hunting side quests. Too bad all of the rewards from completing them are not worth the effort. This is by far
the laziest attempt of padding the game.

Would I recommend the game? Absolutely. Despite it's flaws, it's still a fun game to play.. Great atmosphere, easy to play and
perfect graphics. I play for hours because I like the dynamics and game management that amuses me a lot.
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But unhappily my competitors come to bankruptcy very fast.
I hope the DLC!
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Store page outright lies about supporting oculus and motion controllers. Pressing any button on oculus Touch results in a crash.
It's sad to see such misinformation.. Just what it needs. It has the features of a racing game. It is not pay to win, and it's fun
above all. I highly recommend this game to everyone.. this game is very good
i feel so funny
this game make me
everyday laugh lollollollollollollollollollol
you must play this game before you dead.. y Game

This game is about how to be a spoiled , rude , arrogant troll in your high school.
You have to troll your headmaster, old ladies and scary unsexy old nurse resulting in getting pwned by them hardcore at the end.
So, if you like insulting people and trying to solve the mystery, get it LULZ
and DakkeR no it does not contain boobs, and who wants 1920s boobies,seriously >,<
. Ignoring the issues others have mentioned - boring, easy, repetitive, RPG elements VERY minimal, no reason to complete
most of their challenges - my chief complaint is that suddenly, after 8 hours of play, all my menu text disappeared. Restarting
didn't fix the issue...ok fine, I'll verify the files. 2 files redownloaded. And then apparently the issue was my saved game,
because it wiped it. So I thought I'd test it again. Started brand new game with no issues. Exited game. Verified - 2 files
redownloaded. Started Gyromancer again...yep, save game wiped again. This is a MAJOR issue and I realize it's a rather old
game but the thought of replaying the last 8 hours made me never want to touch this again. Do not buy.. Amazingly addictive yet
seemingly simplistic game. I guess it is like feeding your goldfish when you'tr tried of blowing♥♥♥♥♥♥up and shooting aliens
and demons. It is definitely a very unique experience I would highly recommend for lowering your blood pressure (normally)
but severely addictive.

My main gripes are more features and multiplayer but whatever.

I can't really put awesomeness of this game into words but I already played it like as much as games I boiuggt $40-50 on.You
are a simple cell with a simple mission: feed your "antigens" i.e. spores into unfertizilized eggs. Of course, the other single cell
beings are doing that too and so it becomes a contest of sending spore at each other for there can only be one! (color cell) and I
really don't get what their deal is some have such a personality they attack me immediately, others mostly leave me alone.

Anyone, it's a good game and you should buy it. Seriouly if it's on sale buy it. I spent hours straight after player FPS and tactical
and this game I just want more of it but can't unlock the latest levels. Very well done game guys hope there is a Microcosum 2 in
some years.
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